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 SHRP 2 Reliability Research 
implementation activities
 Development of “enhanced knowledge 
transfer system (EKTS)
 MOU between AASHTO, ITE, ITS America, 
and FHWA
 NTOC framework was merged into the 
National Operations Center of Excellence
KTS EKTS NOCoE
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Improve surface transportation 
system reliability by


















• Electronic Toll and Fare 
Collection
• Emergency Preparedness and 
Security
• Freeway Management 
• Freight Management and 
Commercial Vehicle 
Operations
• HOV Lane Development
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Knowledge Center:
Over 1,000 resources and counting!
• Intelligent Transportation 
Systems
• Integrated Corridor 
Management
• Managed Lanes
• Regional Traffic Management 
Centers
• Road Weather Management
• Special Events Management
• Traffic Incident Management
• Traffic Signal Operations
• Traveler Information




In-Person Peer Exchanges 
Assist agencies in conducting CMM Self-evaluations
Maintain TSM&O research report library/reference, 
maintain status of ongoing/active research activity
Webinar Training
National Annual TSM&O Summit
Year 1: Technical Services Highlights
• Peer Exchanges (5  +  this workshop)
– Seattle, Tennessee, Arizona Traffic Incident Management
– Northeast and Pacific Northwest Regional Exchanges
• Webinars (over 20)
– CMM Dimensions
– Implementing ICM
– Seattle TIM Lessons Learned
• Virtual Peer Exchanges
– Special events (RNC in Cleveland)
– Decision Support Systems (DSS)
• National Summit on TSM&O Workforce Development
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1. Register!
2. Share with others
3. Provide feedback
4. Add the NOCoE logo/link to your website.
5. Suggest new technical services
6. Share your own material!
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Our Ask of You!
Thomas E. Kern
Managing Director
tkern@transportationops.org
Steven M. Lavrenz
Technical Services Manager
slavrenz@transportationops.org
